
IMPLEMENTATION OF MCKINSEY 7S FRAMEWORK

The McKinsey 7s model is one of the most widely-used frameworks in business today. Strategic To help implement new
strategy. To identify.

What does a well-aligned strategy mean in 7s McKinsey model? Let's look at each of the elements
individually: Strategy: this is your organization's plan for building and maintaining a competitive advantage
over its competitors. The model shows that organizational immune systems and the many interconnected
variables involved make change complex, and that an effective change effort must address many of these
issues simultaneously. If your changes have worked, you'll have a grid full of ticks. Step 4. Using the
McKinsey 7-S Model You can use it to identify which elements you need to realign to improve performance,
or to maintain alignment and performance during other changes. Point B is an agreed endpoint in the future in
six months or a year, for example. They also include capabilities and competences. When you reach Point B,
revisit the worksheet and fill it in again. They had been looking at how Japanese industry had been so
successful, at around the same time that Tom Peters and Robert Waterman were exploring what made a
company excellent. The Seven-Ss is a framework for analyzing organizations and their effectiveness. This
means that a change to one area will have implications for all other areas. Therefore, you should find the
people in your company or hire consultants that are the best suited to implement the changes. Staff: the
employees and their general capabilities. Structure - Division of activities; integration and coordination
mechanisms. Alix uses the analysis to introduce onboarding and learning programs, bringing all Whitehawk's
key elements back into alignment. All Ss are interrelated, so a change in one has a ripple effect on all the
others. Next, look at the soft elements. Checklist Questions for the McKinsey 7-S Framework The following
questions are a starting point for exploring your situation in terms of the 7-S framework. However, unlike the
hyper-organised Siemens , the PepsiCo management required a tighter format than slides, so Tom Peters
consolidated the presentation into eight themes. It is easy to understand the model but much harder to apply it
for your organization due to a common misunderstanding of what should a well-aligned elements be like. The
second project was related to the problem of implementation: organizational effectiveness. What internal rules
and processes does the team use to keep on track? If not, what needs to change? By knowing the desired
alignment you can set your goals and make the action plans much easier. Follow these steps: Start with your
shared values: are they consistent with your structure, strategy, and systems? Figure 2 shows a template matrix
that you can use to help with your analysis. Strategy: How do we intend to achieve our objectives? The model
is most widely used to assist with: Organizational change. The four "soft" elements, on the other hand, can be
harder to describe, less tangible, and more influenced by your company culture. Do teams collaborate or
compete? However, as organizations got larger and more complex, coordination became just as important, if
not more important, than structure. It is also one of the most visible and easy to change elements of the
framework. Understand the current situation In this step, you assess where the organization is right now. Step
2. Style - Typical behaviour patterns of key groups, such as managers, and other professionals. What major
steps do we need to take? Soft Elements Skills - The organization's core competencies and distinctive
capabilities. What are the formal and informal channels in the organization? Make the necessary changes The
implementation is the most important stage in any process, change or analysis and only the well-implemented
changes have positive effects. Structure represents the way business divisions and units are organized and
includes the information of who is accountable to whom. Skills: the actual skills and competencies of the
organization's employees.


